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UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

The workshop grounds itself on recent widespread knowledge in the field of artificial 
intelligence applied to architectural design. This workshop offers a brand-new 
approach in the generation of 3D GAN by utilizing robust procedural 3D animation 
software to produce fully volumetric models, while still grounded in the processing of 
accessible 2D GAN outputs. This newly animated AI-based approach extrapolates 
the opportunities for the digital physicalization of generative datasets, granting 
them a material fluidity of identifiable states prone to be problematized within the 
context of life-cycle assessment in the circular economy and SDG12 (on Sustainable 
Consumption and Production). GANs in RunwayML and Google Colab for finding 
cradle-to-cradle checkpoints within waste-based latent walks and machine vision 
Processing scripts for automated waste imagery recycling distribution are key tools 
that the workshop provides for the generation of personalized input datasets and 
corresponding digitally recycled outputs.
curated and crafted photo-realistic assets and datasets with AI volumetric processing 
in C4D and Quixel Bridge.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Digitally recycled proto-architectural and/or architectural objects and materials will be 
constructed and contextualized into animated ecologies as a final goal of the workshop.  
Characteristics of the output objects are described below:
● Automated augmentation of personalized waste datasets for 2D GAN in Processing.
● Machine vision-distributed recycled arrangements from waste datasets in Processing.
● Dynamic 3D GAN models in C4D.
● Dynamic machine vision-distributed recycled arrangement objects.
● C4D MoGraph augmentations of dynamic 3D GAN models.
● C4D MoGraph augmentations of distributed recycled arrangement objects.
● Digital materiality augmentations of dynamic 3D GAN models (point clouds, particles, 
instances).
● Construction of participatory design platforms that combine human-curated and crafted 
photo-realistic assets and datasets with AI volumetric processing in C4D and Quixel Bridge.
● High-end visualization outputs with C4d and Redshift.

WORKSHOP ABSTRACT

The workshop explores the agency of neural networks in the study of material 
states within the context of life-cycle assessment in the circular economy. It 
primarily focuses on the use of GAN (generative adversarial networks), in Runway 
ML and Google Colab, to identify new cradle-to-cradle opportunities within latent 
walks from material life-cycle image datasets gathered from conventional linear 
economy industries’ take-make-waste processes. This workshop engages in the 
instrumentality of AI in recycling and closing life-cycle loops, not only in terms 
of proper post-Carbon waste management but also in potential manufacturing 
approaches. Generatively, the workshop seeks to prompt the use of 3D GAN 
techniques into animation and simulation industry-standard software – Cinema 4D 
–, through the translation of 2D GAN outputs as three-dimensionalized dynamic 
models to extract actual volumetric features of newly informed material states, 
providing further opportunities for digital physicalization. Visualization-wise, the 
workshop covers methodologies to construct subtly animated novel ecologies with 
Cinema 4D and Quixel Bridge, as a platform for a participatory generative design 
that combines human-curated and crafted photo-realistic assets and datasets with AI 
volumetric processing of architectural artifacts. The resulting outputs are expected to 
lie within AI indeterminacy and human control while challenging and augmenting the 
designer’s agency.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION

The workshop grounds itself on recent widespread knowledge in the field of artificial 
intelligence applied to architectural design. It acknowledges the accessibility 
and efficacy that platforms such as RunwayML and Google Colab have had for 
the democratization and advancement of AI-aided design workflows developed 
within architecture industry-standard software such as Rhino and Grasshopper, 
and prompts potential new agencies for them within animation industry-standard 
software such as Cinema 4D to inform design opportunities through a broader 
interdisciplinary approach.

Under the name of 3D GAN, multiple experiments circulate the internet today in 
pursuit of three-dimensionalizing AI-based models or datasets. The state-of-the-
art ranges from 2.5D/3D shape generation using image processing and lofting 
techniques to Python-based 3D shape generation through voxelization using 
3D-VAE-GAN. Given its accessibility, more development has been produced from 
the first approach, while still volumetrically limited to the flat dimensionality of 
static frontally rendered outputs. This workshop offers a brand-new approach in 
the generation of 3D GAN by utilizing robust procedural 3D animation software to 
produce fully volumetric models, while still grounded in the processing of accessible 
2D GAN outputs.

This newly animated AI-based approach extrapolates the opportunities for the digital 
physicalization of generative datasets, granting them a material fluidity of identifiable 
states prone to be problematized within the context of life-cycle assessment in the 
circular economy and SDG12 (on Sustainable Consumption and Production). GANs 
in RunwayML and Google Colab for finding cradle-to-cradle checkpoints within 
waste-based latent walks and machine vision Processing scripts for automated 
waste imagery recycling distribution are key tools that the workshop provides for 
the generation of personalized input datasets and corresponding digitally recycled 
outputs.

Furthermore, while using dynamic inputs, the workshop proposes to explore an 
augmented digital materialism by leveraging the Particle Systems and MoGraph 
toolset from Cinema 4D, pioneering the use of these potent animation tools not only 
from the usual simulation standpoint of motion graphics but from a generative AI-
based manufacture agency.  

Lastly, the digitally recycled objects and materials produced by the AI-based 
workflows are to be contextualized within subtly animated novel ecologies 
constructed in Cinema 4D and Quixel Bridge, leveraging their accessibility to high-
end 3D assets to construct a participatory design platform between designers and 
AI, within the context of post-Digital critical fictionalism to represent post-Carbon 
scenarios.
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